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WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE HOUSING?
WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE HOUSING?

- location and public transport to higher densities
- stable family accommodation to third age flexibility
- building form and layout to universal access
- construction systems and embedded energy to energy usage over time with the related environmental assessment methods
- provision of communal amenities to management and maintenance
WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE HOUSING?
WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE HOUSING?
THE STUDENT’S CHALLENGE
THE FOUR URBAN SITES
MEETING COMMUNITIES
1. SITE, FORM and ORIENTATION – economic, social and environmental sustainability
1. SITE, FORM and ORIENTATION – economic, social and environmental sustainability

Sancho Madridejos, Lofts in San Sebastian de Los Reyes. Dosmasuno Aequitectos, Apartments in Carabanchel. Flexo Aquitecturo, Cuevas del Alamanzora, Spain. Lecture; Paul Kelly
York Street Housing, Dublin. Seán Harrington Architects: Lecture; Jim Roche
1. SITE, FORM and ORIENTATION – economic, social and environmental sustainability

Students: unknown and Hadrian Pouhaer
1. SITE, FORM and ORIENTATION – economic, social and environmental sustainability

Students: Christopher O’ Keeffe and David Graham
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

York Street Housing, Dublin. Seán Harrington Architects.
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Housing, Helsinki. Arkkitehtitoimisto Gullichsen Vormala Kairamo
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Housing Project, Durango, Spain. NO.MAD Arquitectos.
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Quinta Monroy Housing, Chile. Elemental Elemental.
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Student: Daire Kelly
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Student: Christopher O’ Keeffe
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Student: Sophie Kelleher
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY –
social and economic sustainability

Student: Sophie Kelleher
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Student: Sophie Kelleher
2. FLEXIBILITY and ADAPTABILITY – social and economic sustainability

Student: Sophie Kelleher
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

Figure 6.1: Embodied Carbon Footprint Comparison, Standard Materials

Figure 6.2: Embodied Carbon Footprint Comparison, Sustainable Material Options

3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

Students: Julie Molloy and Ronan Keane
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

Students: Lecture: Brian O Brien and Student Task: Daire Kelly
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

Students: Brendan Speirin and Niall Fitzgerald
3. ENERGY, CONSTRUCTION and MATERIALS – environmental sustainability

Students: Fiona Muldowney, Christopher O’ Keeffe and unknown.
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Threshold is ambiguous. That zone in architecture between the public and private worlds is hardly ever defined strictly but instead has many layers and associated treatments. The boundaries that legally define property for example do not define visual privacy. It has varied meanings and treatments across different cultures and climates. Threshold is an ambiguous zone often described in planning terms as ‘public/private’ or ‘private/public’, a zone that affords options for socializing and amenity, a place to meet neighbours and for children to play. In housing it is a transition between the very public realm of the street and the very private world of the dwelling. A consideration of its detail treatment is vital in defining an attitude to threshold. These concepts below give clues regarding threshold in the urban context and how it might contribute to the formulation of space:

- Soft / hard edges
- Homogeneity
- Heterogeneity
- Sense of belonging
- Formation of identity
- Liveliness
- Affordances
- Opportunities for socialising
- Privacy vs. territoriality
- Types of permanent migration
- Hierarchy of space - Private and Public
- Ambiguity of space: private/public vs. public/private

The task is for students to clarify their intentions for the detail treatment of a threshold space in their timber housing project. This could be an entrance from the street, a courtyard, an access gallery, a staircase or a hallway. Or part of any of these and other spaces.
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Students: clockwise from top left - Oksana Lastovetsky, David Graham, unknown, Christopher O’ Keeffe
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Student: Cormac Murray
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Source: world-bin.blogspot.com and en.wikipedia.org
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Dominic Street Flats, Dublin. Source: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm9XbVstSsA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dm9XbVstSsA)
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Student: Brendan Speirin
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Student: Cormac Murray
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Student: Ronan Keane
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

Students: Davina Moody, Hadrien Pouhaer and Thomas Philips
4. THRESHOLD MATTERS – social sustainability

THE IN-BETWEEN

“The threshold provides the key to the transition and connection between areas with divergent territorial claims…”

Detached from the ferment of epochal change, the groves of academe are failing to engage with current critical realities.
CONCLUSIONS

Students: clockwise from top left - Cormac Murray, Amandine Di Ciaccio (x 2) and Daire Kelly
CONCLUSIONS

Students: David Graham and Cormac Murray
CONCLUSIONS

Buchanan, Peter (2012). The Big Rethink – Architectural Education.

- Gives critique of British architectural education
- Claims it fails to engage with “current critical realities”
- Architectural education has a “lack of multidisciplinary projects” … and is not geared towards preparing “today’s collaborator”
- Proposes vision of how sustainability should be taught - a multidisciplinary foundation course for architects, urban designers and planners and landscape architects

BUT

- Teachers work within given structures that are often not ideal
- Not all aspects of sustainable housing could be addressed in this one project
- In general the students did grapple with many “current critical realities”
- Students designed convincing, universally accessible apartments, with timber structures that explored a whole range of issues
- More community engagement, more meaningful multi-disciplinary collaboration and more rigorous scientific analysis of the energy performance of the students’ designs would be an aspiration for a future project
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